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Quiz
¤ Write your official name (for record-keeping purpose) in full.  

No nickname.

¤ All electronic devices (cell phone, tablet, laptop, AND 

wearable (smart watch) must be TURNED OFF and placed 

in your bag.  Please leave it off UNTIL you leave the room.

¤ Remove caps, hats, and hoodie.

� � �



-verbs? .-verbs?

¤ How to distinguish � verbs from .verbs???
¤ Step 1:  make sure the verb in question is NOT an irregular 

verb ( -
¤ Step2:  Check to see if it ends with for the short form
¤ Step 3:  Look at the vowel in the penultimate (i.e. 2nd from 

the last) syllable.
¤ If the penultimate syllable contains the vowel [i] or [e] à

¤ It is HIGHLY likely (but not always) that the verb is a -verb
¤ miru
¤ taberu
¤ neru

¤ Note that there are some exceptional cases:  e. g. 
¤ All the others are .-verbs
¤ verbs have the same “base” for the short/long 

form:
¤ ) )(
¤ (  (

)  



¤ Grammatical Particles:  �����

¤ Grammatical Relations:  subject, direct object, 

indirect object, locative, temporal marker, etc.

¤ Intra-sentential Particles�	��
¤ Intra-sentential information:  topic(	), additional 

(�)

¤ Sentence Final Particles������
¤ [  sentence  ]�����(                      )��

(                         )��(                      ) etc.

Particles

question
Confirmation/
shared

Emphasis/
unshared



3 verbs types

¤Transitive (with direct object)
¤������������(������

���	

¤Intransitive (directional)
¤����	���	

¤Intransitive (non-directional)
¤������



Transitive Verbs

¤Transitive (with direct object)
¤���location	 time(
) object � Verb
¤������������(������
����



Intransitive Verbs (directional)

¤Intransitive (directional)
¤�	�time(�) location(destination)�/


Verb
¤���������
¤
(pronounced as ��



Intransitive Verbs (non-directional)

¤Intransitive (non-directional)
¤�
�time(�) (location��Verb
¤	�����



2 types of time expressions

¤ Specific time (marked by 
��
¤ Hours

¤��
¤��� 
¤������ 

¤ Days of the week
¤����
¤�����

¤ Month
¤
���
¤���
¤� ������

¤ Non-specific time 
expression (no particle)
¤ Relative to when it is 

uttered
¤��
¤	��

¤ Repeated 
occurrence (every ~)
¤�
��
¤�
� 

¤ Relative to the 
passage of time (� is 
optional)
¤	������ 
¤�����
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Time Expression

$ $
� 
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Every day weekend

tomorrow today

tonight
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Time Expression

Sunday

Saturday



How to answer a question in 
Japanese:  with a Question Word

¤���� ����� ������
¤Substitute the question word with the 

answer, and
¤Repeat the verb
¤You can skip the part already understood
¤Answer:  3pm
¤		��� �����

¤�� ����������
¤Answer:  Tomorrow
¤�
 �����



How to answer a question in 
Japanese:  with a �����	
question

¤����� ����� ���
�
¤�����	 then, repeat the verb 

(affirmative or negative)
¤�������
¤��	�������

¤You cannot answer with
¤�������
¤��	�����������



¤usually, most of the time

¤ sometimes, occasionally

¤ frequently, often

¤a little bit, a small amount

¤����

¤�	�	

¤!
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Other time expressions (of 
frequency)NO PARTICLE!!!

(%)��$�������� �$� �$	 ����
���$��!
 	���$� &�'�# �����
����$�����$���	�	 *��$� �
�� ��"���
����$����!����� �� �$	 ����
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¤Not at all

¤Not very much

¤ I do not eat sushi 
at all.

¤Yamada-san does 
not eat 
hamburger very 
much.

Frequency (negative)  �����


